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Abstract

We use secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), X-ray di�raction (XRD)

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to investigate the development over

time of compositional gradients in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin �lms grown in three-

stage coevaporation processes, and suggest a comprehensive model for the

formation of the well-known `notch' structure. The model takes into account

the need for compensating Cu di�usion by movement of group-III ions in order

to remain on the quasi-binary tie line and indicates that the mobilities of In and

Ga ions di�er. Cu di�uses towards the back in the second stage and towards

the front in the third, and this is the driving force for the movement of In and

Ga. The [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio then increases in the direction of the respective

Cu movement because In has a higher mobility at process conditions than has

Ga. Interdi�usion of In and Ga can be considerable in the (In,Ga)2Se3 �lm

of the �rst stage, but seems largely to cease in CIGS and shows no signs of

being boosted by the presence of a Cu2Se layer.

1 Introduction

To date, the most successful processes for the fabrication of high-quality Cu(In,Ga)Se2
for high-e�ciency solar cells are the so-called three-stage process and variations of
it [1, 2]. Besides their tendency to yield large-grained material with a preferred
(204/220) crystal orientation, one of the most noteworthy properties of these co-
evaporation processes is the double gallium gradient that they intrinsically form.
An increased [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio is re�ected in the band structure as an increased
level of the minimum of the conduction band, EC . The slope in EC induced by a
gallium gradient towards the back contact has been shown by device modelling to
lead to a lower saturation current and thus to a higher open-circuit voltage [3, 4].
If the di�usion length of electrons is large compared to the absorber thickness, this
gain is primarily the e�ect of reduced recombination at the back contact. If the dif-
fusion length is comparatively small, the more important gain from a gradient is the
reduction of bulk recombination by virtue of the electrons being directed towards
the junction. In the interface region, where the electron and hole concentrations n
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and p are similar to each other, a larger bandgap is advantageous, since it reduces
the intrinsic carrier concentration ni = (np)1/2 and thus the recombination rate. By
not placing the minimum of the grading directly at the junction, one can therefore
to some extent decouple absorption, and thus current generation, from recombina-
tion in the interface region, which in�uences the voltage [4]. An excessive increase of
[Ga]/[In + Ga] near the front surface, however, can lead to blocking behaviour which
reduces the �ll factor [5]. The built-in gallium grading obtained by the standard
three-stage process as described by NREL is excellent, as shown by the world-record
device results, but it might still be possible to be improved. In order to control and
engineer this grading, a more thorough understanding of the dependence of the gra-
dient on the deposition parameters in the various stages is needed. Another issue is
whether intentional gallium gradients can be preserved. This work investigates how
the gallium is redistributed in the �lm during the evaporation process as a function
of copper in- and out-di�usion. The information is obtained by interrupting two
variations of the three-stage process, with and without a �rst layer where all group-
III elements are replaced by only gallium. The resulting �nished and non-�nished
�lms are analysed by X-ray di�raction and secondary-ion mass spectrometry.

2 Experimental

2.1 Film and device fabrication

The Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and (In,Ga)2Se3 �lms for this study were deposited by co-
evaporation of the elements Cu, In and Ga from fast-acting open boat sources in
a Se atmosphere maintained from a crucible source kept at a constant tempera-
ture. The metal rates were controlled using mass-spectrometer feedback. The Se
temperature was chosen such that it was safe to assume that the Se evaporation
rate was several times higher than that required for the formation of stoichiometric
material at all times during the process. The process was carried out in a vacuum
chamber pumped to a pressure of below 2× 10−6mbar holding three 5× 5 cm2 sub-
strates per run. The substrates were 1mm thick soda-lime glass with molybdenum
back contacts of 300 nm thickness deposited by DC magnetron sputtering, in ac-
cordance with our group's baseline procedure [6]. They were heated by means of
a graphite susceptor with a type-K thermocouple inserted for temperature control.
The relation between the susceptor temperature and the real sample temperature
was determined in a calibration where a piece of glass with a Mo/CIGS coating
and an embedded, very thin second thermocouple was mounted in the place of the
samples. The temperature values named in this article are based on that calibration.
The upper sub�gure of Figure 1 shows the rate and substrate-temperature pro�les

of the reference CIGS recipe which has a constant gallium content x = [Ga]/[In + Ga]
in the evaporated pro�les. The lower sub�gure displays the development of the in-
tegral �lm composition in the reference process over time, as calculated from the
�nal composition and the given evaporation pro�les.
The CIGS �lms are fabricated according to the so-called three-stage process [7].

This means that the evaporation of In, Ga and Se (`stage I ') is followed by the
evaporation of Cu and Se at a higher temperature, resulting in a transition to a
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Cu-rich composition (`stage II '), and a Cu-poor composition of the �nal absorber
�lm is achieved by once again evaporating the group-III elements In and Ga in a
maintained Se atmosphere (`stage III ').
Out of a total process duration of 52min, stage I in our process took 15.3min,

stage II took 20min, and stage III , 16.6min. The substrate was kept at a tem-
perature of 450 ◦C during the �rst stage. During the second stage this temperature
was ramped up to 530 ◦C and it was then held at that value until the end of the
evaporation. Immediately after that, the heater was turned o� and the samples were
left to cool in vacuum.
This reference recipe is compared with another recipe that begins with the deposi-

tion of a thin layer of indium-free gallium selenide in order to generate an intentional
gallium gradient at the back. The latter recipe is illustrated in Figure 2, with the
upper sub�gure as before and the lower sub�gure showing the resulting momentary
values of the ratio x at the growth surface, calculated from the evaporation rates,
in addition to the integrals calculated from the growing �lm as above. As shown,
only gallium and selenium were evaporated during the �rst 2min of stage I (here
denoted as `stage I.a'). After this point, the shutter was closed for 1.5min to allow
the indium and gallium sources to reach their new rate levels, and then the remain-
ing 13.3min of stage I were completed with the same ratio x as in the reference
recipe (`stage I.b'). The �lm grown up to point I.a was not investigated separately,
but we assume the material to exist in the same composition as the indium�gallium
selenide grown otherwise, that is, as Ga2Se3.
In order to investigate the chronological development of gradients, we not only

fabricated complete absorber layers (process ended at point `III ') but also aborted
runs of either recipe at the three points marked in Figures 1 and 2: At the end
of stage I (point `I '), in the middle of stage II (point `II.a'), where the layer is
Cu-poor, and at the end of stage II (point `II.b'), where the �lm is Cu-rich. As
with the complete absorbers, the cool-down of these �lms started directly after the
evaporation was terminated so as to maintain the structures in their as-grown states.
The thicknesses and compositions of the resulting �lms are listed in Table 1. All
samples were fabricated in separate processes, and due to small �uctuations in the
mass-spectrometer sensitivity, we experience a run-to-run thickness variability of up
to 10% for the CIGS process.
Devices were �nished on the samples with complete absorber �lms according to

our previously-mentioned baseline procedure. This procedure comprised a 50-nm
CdS bu�er layer grown by chemical bath deposition, an RF-sputtered 50-nm layer
of intrinsic ZnO, a DC-sputtered 300-nm �lm of Al-doped ZnO as a conductive
window layer, a current-collecting Ni�Al�Ni grid and mechanical scribing to de�ne
separated 0.5 cm2 cells.

2.2 Analyses

The �nal composition of the �lms was determined by X-ray �uorescence (XRF)
performed in a Spectro X-lab 2000 and the thickness was measured with a Dektak
V 200-Si pro�lometer. For the XRF measurements to yield quantitative composi-
tional information, the countrates were calibrated with a known reference sample
according to a linear model.
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Elemental depth pro�les of the �lms were analysed by secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (SIMS) utilizing a Cameca IMS 4f instrument. A primary sputter beam of
133Cs+ ions with an impact energy of 4.5 keV was rastered over an area of 200× 200 µm2,
and secondary ions of MCs+ (M = 63Cu, 69Ga, 80Se, 98Mo or 115In) were collected
from a central region of ca. 60 µm diameter in the sputtered crater. The erosion rate
was typically around 2 nm/s. A frequent problem in SIMS analysis is a strong ma-
trix dependence of the ionization yield, i.e. a non-linear relation between counts and
concentration. The MCs+ complexes were used in our study in order to minimize
this e�ect [8].
To convert the SIMS raw data to concentration-versus-depth pro�les, two as-

sumptions are made: Firstly, that the erosion rate is constant, and secondly, that
the detected intensity is proportional to the concentration of the measured species.
The depth scale is determined from �lm-thickness measurements, and the intensity-
to-concentration proportionality factors are calculated from the average element
content in the �lm as established from XRF data.
Scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded on a LEO 1550 micro-

scope equipped with a �eld-emission electron gun and operating at an acceleration
voltage of 15 kV. For cross-sectional imaging, the samples were prepared in parts like
classical transmission-electron microcopy samples, with mechanical grinding being
followed by ion polishing in order to reduce the �nal thickness of the amorphous
layer on the sample surface. The cross-sectional images were acquired using a solid-
state backscatter detector, the images of the SIMS crater bottoms, using an in-lens
detector.
The X-ray di�raction (XRD) θ/2θ and surface-sensitive grazing-incidence (GI-

XRD) scans were performed in a Philips X'pert MRD equipped with an X-ray mir-
ror and a 0.09◦ parallel-plate collimator, using Cu-Kα radiation in a non-focusing
geometry. The angle of incidence for the GI-XRD scans was kept at 1◦ in order to
increase the surface sensitivity of the measurement.
Cells were characterized by current-versus-voltage (IV) measurements with illu-

mination from an ELH halogen lamp calibrated to an intensity of 100mW/cm2. The
external quantum e�ciency (QE) was determined under ambient lighting conditions.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 XRD

θ/2θ X-ray di�ractograms for the reference and for the intentionally graded �lms are
displayed in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. In Figure 3 (a), the di�ractograms
from stages II.a through III of the reference process show only re�ections from
the tetragonal CIGS phase and the Mo(110) re�ection. For the stage-I sample, all
the re�ections can instead be attributed to a hexagonal γ-In2Se3 phase [9], but are
shifted towards higher angles of 2θ. The formation of a phase with γ-In2Se3 struc-
ture in the �rst stage of three-stage CIS processes was also reported by Contreras
et al. [10]. Equivalently, the peaks also �t to a reported hexagonal InGaSe3 phase of
the same structure [11], compared to which they are shifted towards slightly lower
di�racting angles. The peak shifts are probably owed to the presence of gallium
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in the �lm, with the [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio being below 0.5 according to XRF: In a
similar manner as for the CIGS phase, a higher gallium content can be expected to
make the peaks shift towards higher 2θ-values due to a smaller cell parameter.
In Figure 3 (b), the di�ractograms from stages II.a through III of the process

beginning with the gallium-selenide layer show the tetragonal CIGS phase as well.
The only di�erence in phase content from the reference process is that a small
re�ection at 2θ = 22.1◦ is visible in the stage II.a sample. Since the peak disappears
during the later process stages, it may well be related to a Cu-poor phase that
forms temporarily during the transformation from (In,Ga)2Se3 to Cu(In,Ga)Se2
structure. The stage-I sample for the intentionally graded process is similar to that
of the reference process, where the di�raction pattern indicates that a phase related
to γ-In2Se3 is deposited. However, since the stage-I sample contains a gradient,
peak broadening of re�ections in the di�raction pattern occurs, which makes it
more di�cult to interpret than that for the reference process.
From the θ/2θ scans in Figure 3 it can also be seen that the CIGS from the

reference process is more (112)-oriented than that from the intentionally graded
process, where the (220)/(204) re�ections are more dominant. The CIGS peaks
are asymmetric in both cases, but more so in the case of the intentionally graded
samples, corroborating the SIMS results discussed below, which show that the gradi-
ent remains stronger in the latter. Comparing the di�ractograms of the (In,Ga)2Se3
precursors from stage I , we �nd that the reference precursor �lm exhibits a preferred
(006) orientation (is c oriented), while the corresponding intentionally graded �lm
is predominantly (110)/(300) oriented. This correlation between the preferred ori-
entations of the �lms after stage I and those of the �nal CIGS �lms is in agreement
with the observations of Contreras et al. [10].
Since XRF shows that the stage-II.b samples are Cu-rich (see Table 1), the surface

layer of the stage-II.b and III samples was analysed by grazing-incidence XRD. The
resulting di�ractograms are shown in Figure 4. By measuring the peak position of
the Mo(110) re�ection, it was found that the peak shift due to the GI method was
small and approximately the same for all four samples. For both stage-II.b samples,
a small peak is found at a 2θ-value of 31.3◦. This peak cannot be related to CIGS
and disappears in the stage-III samples. Though other peaks from the cubic Cu2Se
are di�cult to observe due to their overlap with peaks from the CIGS structure, a
probable explanation for this extra re�ection is that it belongs to Cu2Se(200).
It can also be seen in the GI-XRD di�ractograms that the CIGS peaks shift

towards higher 2θ angles from the stage-II.b to the stage-III �lms, indicating that
the surface regions of the latter samples contain more gallium.

3.2 SIMS and SEM

The SIMS pro�les on stage-I , stage-II.a and full stage-III samples are uncompli-
cated, as exempli�ed by the raw -data pro�le of the full reference �lm in Figure 5 (a):
The sputter rate appears largely constant throughout the CIGS �lm, and the tran-
sition into the Mo layer is relatively sharp, with an exponential decay length in the
order of 25 nm on a depth scale. This decay length is several times larger than
the range of 5 nm to 10 nm estimated for the broadening caused by cascade mixing
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alone. Thus it is most probably the surface roughness of the samples that is the
limiting factor for the depth resolution.
The measurements on the two stage-II.b samples, again demonstrated for the

reference case in Figure 5 (b), di�er markedly from the other measurements. In
SEM surveys, the top surfaces of the stage-II.b samples do not appear rougher than
those of the other samples. The transition from the CIGS into the Mo layer is much
broader, though, with a decay length of about 65 nm, and furthermore, the Cu and
Se signals are considerably elevated in the frontmost part, with slopes stretching
over the �rst 300 s.
On the one hand, the signal change at the front of the stage-II.b samples is

compatible with the detection of Cu2Se at the surface of these samples by XRD. On
the other hand, the SEM images of the bottoms of SIMS sputter craters in Figure 6
show that the sputtered surface is considerably more uneven in the stage-II.b sample
than in the stage-III sample, being littered with large columns. This unevenness is
also found in pro�lometer scans and makes the broadened transients understandable
as the result of an uneven sputter front. To explain the observed e�ects, we �rst
point out that Cu2Se has earlier been found in Cu-rich samples to precipitate both
on the surface and in the grain boundaries of the CIGS �lm [12]. Secondly, we
suggest that this inhomogeneous Cu2Se cover is eroded with a lower rate in SIMS
than is the CIGS �lm, for in this case it will locally mask the �lm below for varying
amounts of time and cause both the columnar residues on the crater bottom and
the long decay lengths of the SIMS signal. The rise of the Cu and Se signals at
the front of the stage-II.b sample may be explained by a higher ionization yield for
these elements in a Cu2Se matrix relative to a CIGS matrix.
These e�ects primarily increase the uncertainty of the depth resolution and of the

Cu and Se content quanti�cation for the stage-II.b samples. Even so, the standard
evaluation of the data yields a Cu content very close to y = [Cu]/[In + Ga] = 1
for the region not a�ected by the signal slopes, as is expected from the common
model for Cu-rich samples where stoichiometric α-phase Cu(In,Ga)Se2 is capped
with Cu2Se [13]. The In and Ga signals appear to be consistent and una�ected
by the Cu2Se-induced artefacts throughout the stage-II.b samples. Based on these
considerations, it is now possible to discuss the x pro�les for all eight samples,
plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the vertical position.
The SEM cross-section images of complete absorber layers depicted in Figure 8

show large grains that vertically span all or a major part of the �lms, and they
exhibit no discernible change in grain sizes between the reference and intentionally
graded samples. In particular, the gradient in the intentionally graded sample has
not led to the formation of a separated layer of smaller grains at the back-contact
layer. The images also demonstrate that the �lm surfaces are fairly even, so that the
impact of as-grown surface roughness on the depth resolution of the SIMS pro�les
can be assumed to be limited.

3.3 Discussion

In agreement with compositional data, our X-ray di�ractograms show that the �lms
at the end of the Cu-free stage I consist of γ-(In,Ga)2Se3. For the sample with a
layer of Ga2Se3 deposited at the beginning, interdi�usion of In and Ga has occurred
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during stage I and thus the originally ca. 130 nm thick and sharply terminated layer
of Ga2Se3 at the back has been partly diluted, but is still relatively localized. In
contrast, the reference sample with its constant deposited [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio does
not have any gradient after stage I .

In stage II , the (In,Ga)2Se3 �lms grown in stage I are exposed to Cu and Se.
The next investigated samples are aborted at point II.a, where enough Cu has been
added to bring the [Cu]/[In + Ga] ratio to approximately 0.6, that is to say, before
the sample becomes Cu-rich relative to stoichiometric Cu(In,Ga)Se2. The SIMS
analyses show that gradients in the [Ga]/[In + Ga] pro�les have developed by this
time, with an accumulation of Ga towards the back of the �lm and an increased In
content towards the front. This development can be explained in accordance with the
fact that in-di�usion of each three Cu ions must be compensated for by out-di�usion
of one group-III ion to maintain the composition on the quasi-binary tie line, with
the group-III ions then able to form new unit cells on the surface together with Cu
and Se atoms provided from the gas phase. In order for the [Ga]/[In + Ga] gradient
to develop in the direction observed at this point in the process, out-di�usion of In
has to dominate over out-di�usion of Ga, as Gabor et al. [3] noted.

At this stage, the main di�erence between the reference sample and the inten-
tionally graded sample is that the sample with the gallium-selenide layer exhibits a
higher gallium level towards the back, but approximately the same surface compo-
sition. In the sample with the intentional gradient, the Ga pro�le is more spread
out and somewhat reduced in its gallium level relative to the previous point. This
e�ect is probably owed to the lower availability of In close to the back contact,
which makes it necessary for larger amounts of Ga to move towards the front in
compensation for the Cu in-di�usion than is the case in the reference. Indeed, the
[Cu]/[In + Ga] pro�les at this point suggest that low Ga mobility may be limiting
the in-di�usion of Cu in the graded sample: As seen in the [Cu]/[In + Ga] pro�le in
Figure 7, the reference pro�le is constant, but the pro�le of the graded sample has
a noticeable downward slope towards the back.

We expect the copper in-di�usion to continue until Cu(In,Ga)Se2 stoichiometry
is obtained, at which point practically all copper sites are �lled and there is no room
for additional copper in the crystal lattice, so that a copper-selenide phase starts to
segregate at the surface instead. After cool-down of the samples terminated at point
II.b, both GI-XRD and SIMS do yield evidence of copper selenide at the surface.
From the SIMS pro�les, we conclude that a continuous [Ga]/[In + Ga] slope towards
the surface of the �lm has continued to develop in both samples during the Cu-poor
growth stage. The higher Ga level towards the back contact in the sample with the
additional gallium-selenide layer is still signi�cant.

After the renewed addition of In and Ga in the �nal stage III with the same
[Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio as in the end of stage I , a new gradient in the [Ga]/[In + Ga]
ratio forms in both the sample with and without gallium selenide at the back,
as the SIMS pro�les demonstrate. This gradient is opposite to the �rst one and
thus completes the characteristic notch pro�le which is commonly found after the
three-stage process. The position of the minimum of the [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio is
approximately at the end of stage II , maybe slightly o�set deeper into the �lms,
and the level of the gradient at the front is not a�ected by the elevated Ga content
in the �rst stage.
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According to the phase diagrams published by Rau and Rabenau [14] and by
Fearheiley [15], Cu2Se can be liquid at temperatures over 523 ◦C in the presence of
a su�cient surplus of Se. Irrespective of the actual aggregate state of this �lm, one
may assume that when indium, gallium and selenium are added to a copper-rich sam-
ple, the CIGS grows epitaxially at the CIGS�Cu2Se interface, as SEM cross-sections
regularly indicate large grains in �nished CIGS layers. Copper is readily available
from the copper selenide until stoichiometry is once more reached. To achieve op-
timal lattice matching and minimize surface stress, the new material should thus
at �rst preferentially grow with the same composition as the existing CIGS surface,
that is to say with a slightly lower Ga content towards the CIGS surface than the
In and Ga rates in the gas phase prescribe. This lattice-matching constraint would
slightly favour In ions, rather than Ga ions, to react to form the chalcopyrite mate-
rial, leading to a gradually increasing Ga concentration in the Cu2Se top �lm. This
assumed mechanism can thus be thought to prompt the formation of the �rst part
of the opposite gradient completing the notch, although with the experiments at
hand, we cannot provide direct evidence for them or quantify their contribution to
the �nal pro�le.

Once the �lm returns to substoichiometric composition, growth must continue by
means of Cu ions being withdrawn from the existing CIGS and forming new unit
cells at the surface, together with In, Ga and Se atoms arriving from the gas phase.
The Cu pro�les in the SIMS data of the �nished samples (not depicted) show a Cu
depletion in about the topmost 100 nm, as found by many other studies. However,
they do indicate a constant Cu concentration throughout the bulk of the �lm, which
in turn implies that in the �nal section of the process, Cu moves from all of the
bulk of the CIGS �lm towards the growth front at the surface to be included in
the growing �lm. Following the reasoning from stage II , with the movement of Cu
now directed outwards, di�usion of In inwards towards the back contact should now
be favoured. In the bulk of the �nished �lms, we observe a small decrease of the
grading compared to the �lm where growth was terminated at point II.b, and at
the front of the �lm the Ga concentration towards the surface is enhanced relative
to the stage-III evaporation rates. Furthermore, the level of the reverse, stage-III
gradient is largely una�acted by the Ga content of the material grown in the �rst
two stages. All these observations agree well with our view that compensation for
the di�usion of Cu is the driving force for the movement of In and Ga in stages II
and III , with In moving more easily than Ga and thus forming gradients.

From the large grains seen in the cross-sections in Figure 8, it seems likely that the
gradients observed in the SIMS pro�les mainly exist within single grains rather than
being the result of a layered structure of smaller grains with di�ering Ga content,
and that they thus primarily are a�ected by intragrain di�usion rather than by
intergrain di�usion.

Interdi�usion between In and Ga will certainly be in e�ect to some degree through-
out the process as a homogenizing mechanism competing with the dehomogenizing
mechanisms described above. However, while we observe rather pronounced Ga�
In interdi�usion between the Ga2Se3 and (In,Ga)2Se3 layers in stage I , the fact
that later features are maintained fairly well suggests that the interdi�usion in our
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 �lms is not very strong. Most notable in this context is the afore-
mentioned independence of the stage-III gradient from the material below it. A
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similar observation was made by Chirila et al. [16], who noted that the notch pro-
�le of a �lm fabricated with a very fast second stage was practically identical to
that of a reference �lm. Caballero et al. [17] report that gradients were absent in
a �lm with a normally fast but short second stage that led to a �nal composition
of [Cu]/[In + Ga]≈ 0.35. Taken together with our observations, this absence of gra-
dients could mean that the elevated Ga�In interdi�usion of stage I is still present
in the intermediate defect chalcopyrite. Contrary to what was postulated by Gabor
et al. [3], we do not observe that the composition is homogenized vertically when
Cu2Se is present.
Finally, it is instructive to compare the present depth pro�les to the results of an

previous series [5]. In that series, the temperature during stage I was held at 300 ◦C,
that is, 150 ◦C lower than in the current series. The gallium-enhanced layer at the
back used to be followed by a layer that was indium-enhanced relative to the average
gallium content; and the amount of material deposited in stage III was relatively
speaking larger than in the current series, similar to that deposited in stage I .
We note that the position of the minimum of the gallium `notch' pro�le in ei-

ther case is close to the thickness grown in the �rst two stages, and that also the
magnitude of the backward gradient in relation to that of the forward gradient cor-
relates with the ratio between the stages. We also �nd that the intentional gradient
is much less localized and pronounced now than then. This di�erence is probably
owed to the higher temperature during the �rst stage which conceivably has boosted
the indium�gallium interdi�usion. The form of the evaporated pro�les may be an
additional cause, in that the In-enhanced layer in the older series may have served
as a preferred reservoir of group-III ions for compensating for the Cu in-di�usion
into most of the �lm.
Despite the small remaining enhancement of the backward gradient, we see in

Table 2 that the sample with the added gradient yields solar cells performing some-
what better than the reference. Other than the induced back-surface �eld, in view
of various authors' �ndings of a bene�cial (220/204) texture [18, 19], the slightly
stronger (220/204) texture of the intentionally graded sample might be a cause for
this di�erence.

4 Conclusions

We have suggested a comprehensive model explaining the development of gradi-
ents in the three-stage coevaporation of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin �lms. The model com-
bines the precondition for movement along the quasi-binary tie line with obser-
vations regarding ion mobility: When Cu di�uses into a layer of (In,Ga)2Se3, of
Cu(In,Ga)3Se5, or of CIGS with a lower Cu content, one group-III (Ga or In) ion
has to move into the opposite direction for every three Cu ions. This condition is
relevant both in stage II , with Cu moving towards the back, and in stage III , with
Cu moving towards the front. Gradients with an increasing [Ga]/[In + Ga] ratio
in the direction of the respective Cu di�usion then form because In has a higher
mobility at process conditions than has Ga. This assertion is made clear by the
direction of the gradients and by the position of the minimum between them, and
is further supported by indications that Cu di�usion is hindered when it encounters
an enhanced Ga concentration. The magnitude of the gradient at the front proves
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to be independent of the additional gradient at the back and thus likewise indepen-
dent of the average Ga content. We therefore identify Cu di�usion, given the lower
mobility of Ga compared to In, as the dominating driving force for the autonomous
formation of Ga gradients in the three-stage process.
Interdi�usion of In and Ga is considerable in the Cu-free materials during stage I ,

at least at the fairly high stage-I temperature of 450 ◦C chosen in the present
series. The interdi�usion might still be in e�ect to around the composition of
Cu(In,Ga)3Se5, but seems largely to cease in CIGS and shows no signs of being
boosted by the presence of a Cu2Se layer.
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5 Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Top: Substrate temperature and evaporation rates of the metals Cu, In
and Ga of the ungraded reference process as a function of process time. The rates
are scaled data from the in-situ mass spectrometer. Bottom: Integrated composition
in terms of the ratios x = [Ga]/[In + Ga] and y = [Cu]/[In + Ga]. During segments
displayed as shaded areas, a shutter is placed between the sources and the samples.
Vertical lines captioned `I', `IIa', `IIb' and `III' mark points where partial processes
were terminated.
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Figure 2: Top: Substrate temperature and evaporation rates of the process that
includes a gallium-rich bottom layer. Bottom: Integrated composition in terms of
the ratios x and y (solid lines), and the momentary x ratio (dash-dotted line). As
above, the shutter was closed during the shaded segments, processes were terminated
at the vertical lines.

Table 1: Characteristics for the samples discussed in this paper. Film thickness, and
the �nal average composition in terms of y = [Cu]/[In + Ga] and x = [Ga]/[In + Ga].

Sample thickness y�nal x �nal
[µm]

reference I 0.90 0 0.45
reference II.a 1.10 0.62 0.43
reference II.b 1.16 1.12 0.44
reference III 1.80 0.79 0.42

intentionally graded I 1.00 0 0.51
intentionally graded II.a 1.26 0.63 0.50
intentionally graded II.b 1.26 1.18 0.51
intentionally graded III 1.80 0.80 0.48
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Figure 3: θ/2θ X-ray di�ractograms, measured using Cu-Kα radiation, from sam-
ples �nished at points I , II.a, II.b and III . (a) Non-graded reference process and
(b) process with an additional gallium-selenide layer.
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Figure 4: Grazing-incidence X-ray di�ractograms from points II.b and III . The
bottom two di�ractograms are from the references, the top two, from the inten-
tionally graded samples. The stars (*) at 2θ = 31.3◦ indicate the peak position
presumably belonging to the Cu2Se(200) re�ection.
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Figure 5: SIMS count-rate pro�les of two reference samples: (a) full absorber (after
stage III ), (b) Cu-rich (after stage II.b). In case (a), the sum of the CIGS elements
remains relatively constant; in case (b), the Cu and Se counts are strongly elevated
at the front, and the transition from CIGS to Mo takes more than three times as
much time as in (a). The dashed vertical lines demonstrate the times above which
counts were considered as not belonging to the CIGS layer. Numerically, these times
were de�ned as the points where the count sum of Cu, In, Ga and Se dropped below
its thirtieth percentile, i. e. below the highest 70% of all its values.

Table 2: Solar-cell parameters extracted from electrical measurements of the best
device of either type (reference and intentionally graded): Short-circuit current den-
sity JSC (veri�ed by QE), open-circuit voltage V OC, �ll factor FF, e�ciency η, and
optical bandgap Eg,opt (according to QE); and diode parameters extracted from one-
diode model �ts to dark current-voltage measurements: saturation current density
J0, ideality factor nid, series resistance RS and shunt conductivity Gsh.

reference intentionally graded

JSC [mA/cm2] 28.1 28.8
V OC [mV] 690 697
FF [%] 76.5 77.2
η [%] 14.8 15.5
Eg,opt [eV] 1.19 1.19

J0 [mA/cm2] 5.6× 10−8 4.3× 10−8

nid 1.37 1.35
RS [Ω cm2] 0.40 0.45
Gsh [mS/cm2] <0.1 <0.1
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Figure 6: SEM top views of the bottoms of SIMS sputter craters on reference sam-
ples: Top, Cu-rich sample (after stage II.b); bottom, full absorber (after stage III ).
The images are taken at 0◦ of tilt; the visible slant of the structures is an e�ect of the
oblique incidence of the sputter ions in SIMS. The larger structures in the upper im-
age are believed to be the result of nonuniform sputtering due to an inhomogeneous
Cu2Se distribution on the original surface.
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Figure 7: SIMS composition pro�les of all investigated �lms, displayed as the ratio
[Ga]/[In + Ga] over the distance from the back surface, for stage II.a also in terms
of [Cu]/[In + Ga]. From top to bottom, stages I , II.a, II.b and III . Solid lines stand
for the intentionally graded samples, dashed lines, for the references.

Figure 8: SEM views of polished cross-sections of full absorber layers. Top, reference
sample; bottom, intentionally graded sample.
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